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Abstract
Music is thought to engage its listeners by driving feelings of surprise, tension, and
relief through a dynamic mixture of predictable and unpredictable patterns, a
property summarized here as “expressiveness”. Birdsong shares with music the goal
to attract and hold its listeners’ attention and might make use of similar strategies to
achieve this goal. We here tested a songbird’s rhythm, as represented by the
amplitude envelope (containing information on note timing, duration, and
intensity), for expressiveness. We used multifractal analysis which is designed to
detect in a signal dynamic fluctuations between predictable and unpredictable
states on multiple timescales (e.g. notes, subphrases, songs). Results show that the
songs’ amplitude envelope is strongly multifractal, indicating rhythm is patterned by
fluctuations between predictable and unpredictable patterns. Moreover, comparing
original songs with re-synthesized songs that lack all subtle deviations from the
“standard” note envelopes, we find that deviations in note intensity and duration
significantly contribute to the rhythm’s multifractality. This suggests that birds
render their songs more expressive by subtly modifying note timing patterns,
similar to musical operations like accelerando or ritardando. Our findings bear
consequences for neuronal models of vocal sequence generation in birds, as they
require non-local rules to generate rhythm.
Keywords: Birdsong; rhythm; complexity; long-range structure, multifractal;
MFDFA.
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1. Introduction
Structural analyses of birdsong
Birdsongs are complex vocal sequences unfolding with rich rhythmic and
melodic structure across time. What determines the dynamic structure of a species’
song? Many structural analyses of song have focused on how acoustic characteristics
of song represent adaptations to ecological conditions, for instance how a habitat’s
specific sound propagation/attenuation properties affect song structure 1–11, or how
structural aspects are affected by simultaneous singing of other hetero- or
conspecific singers 6,12–15 or the energetic cost of producing different sounds 16–19.
The structural aspects investigated were either high-level units like repertoires,
song types, overall song/inter-song pause duration, or the occurrence of specific
element categories such as trills, whistles, long, high-pitched, modulated notes 6,20,
or of discrete types of notes 13.
Another line of research on birdsong structure has been concerned with the
question what kind of algorithms the avian brain might use when generating note
sequences, conceptualizing birdsong syntactically, i.e. as concatenations of
distinguishable notes (“syllables”) whose transitions follow regular principles 21.
Analysis inspired by formal language theory has modeled different species’ syntax in
terms of simple first-order sequence generation in which current states only depend
on just-previous states 21,22, or using slightly more complex sequence generation
models that require a slightly longer memory 23.
Beyond the questions of ecological adaptation on the one hand and syntax
generators on the other hand, we can take yet another perspective and focus on the
proximate function of song to engage and attract a listener 24. Which aspects of song
structure could be specifically designed to attract and hold the attention of
conspecific birds? As this is a function that has been suggested to be shared by
birdsong and music 24, research on human music might contribute relevant insight
about what kinds of structures might be effective in fulfilling this goal.
Music psychology has put forth the hypothesis that what makes music
attractive for listeners is its dynamically fluctuating predictability 25,26: That is, by
building and breaking expectations on multiple timescales, music is thought to
create a dynamic succession of different feelings. Stereotypic/predictable patterns
result in a sense of fulfillment, relief, and ease of processing; unexpected/variable
patterns in surprise, and delay of an expected pattern in tension 26–28. The constant
fluctuation between variable/unpredictable and stereotyped/predictable patterns is
believed to effectively attract and hold a listener’s attention.
We suggest using the term expressiveness for such fluctuations that may be
used to engage a receiver’s attention29,30. In the present study, we ask whether there
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is evidence that birdsong uses similar mechanisms to attract its listeners, i.e.
whether it features expressiveness based on balancing predictable and
unpredictable patterns across multiple timescales. In particular, we test a songbird’s
rhythm for evidence of such dynamic structure. The species investigated is the
thrush nightingale, a songbird with a repertoire of 12-40 distinct song types per
individual (a song type being a bout of continuous singing of about ~5-15s, flanked
by silence) sung in immediate variety, i.e. the same song type is not usually repeated
directly 31. Each song type contains about 4-10 different note types that have each a
distinct spectral shape 32–34; see fig. 1A. Thrush nightingale song sounds highly
“rhythmic” to human listeners 35,36, perhaps because it contains very slow as well as
very fast subphrases, and many repetitions.

Figure 1: Examples illustrating rhythmic structure in music and birdsong. A, example
sonogram of a thrush nightingale song consisting of five note types (a-e). The song’s rhythmic
structure depends on 1) note intensity and duration (as apparent in the sonogram), 2) note syntax
(i.e. sequential arrangement of notes of specific intensities and durations), and 3) timing of note
onsets, which may either be under control of the bird, or an epiphenomenon of stringing together the
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vocal gestures required to produce the note sequence. B, score of the song “Happy birthday”, with
blue shading indicating a recurring rhythmic motif (note timing in the different instances of the motif
is the same, while pitch is variable), and yellow shading indicating a drift (slowing down of notes, or
ritardando in musical terminology).

Rhythm as note timing in birdsong
For humans, the perception of a rhythm relies on two main components: 1.
the timing of single notes, and 2. the timing of accents, i.e. timing of moments of
relatively higher amplitude in the note sequence 37.
Surprisingly little is known about songbirds’ rhythms. Rhythm, as the timing
of individual notes within the sequence has rarely been investigated. An exception is a
recent study showing that note timing in zebra finches is structured by an
underlying fast, isochronous pulse that is very stable within individuals 38, but
relative timing of notes to each other has not been systematically investigated here.
This also applies to a study by Saar et al. 39, who developed a method to visualize
how zebra finch motif length increases across development by adding more notes.
What factors could be driving note timing in the song of thrush nightingales?
First, there’s the possibility that birds do not control note timing at all, but only the
sequential arrangement of note types (syntax; see fig. 1A). Variation in note timing
could merely reflect random deviations or be a trivial consequence of note choice,
while the process under control of the bird would be to generate a note sequence. In
that case, our human impression that thrush nightingale song sounds “rhythmic”
would reflect a human perceptual bias that might not be shared by the birds, which
would conceptualize their songs as sequences of elements, irrespective of internal
timing. Alternatively, note timing could be under direct control of the birds. In this
case, they would use sound timing and/or accentuation to generate specific
rhythms. They might then – like musicians – make use of note timing to achieve
expressiveness, driving their listeners’ expectations mixing predictable and
unpredictable timing patterns.
Expressiveness in the rhythm of music and birdsong
What does it mean that a rhythm is expressive, in the sense that its
predictability/variability is fluctuating? Two strategies commonly used in music to
generate such expressiveness are recurrent patterns and drifts. An example for a
recurrent pattern in rhythm is a rhythmic motif recurring periodically within a
musical sequence. The rhythm can be realized by different note types, timbres, etc.,
while note timing and accent within the motif are fixed. Drifts are successive
increases or decreases in rhythmic features, like in an accelerando (accelerating
notes) or ritardando (slowing down of notes). Fig. 1B shows the musical score of the
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song “Happy birthday”, which contains examples for both a recurrent rhythmic
motif and a drift.
Both recurrences and drifts unfold across a broad range of intermediate to
long timescales above transitions of individual notes, and can thus determine
predictability across a (sub-)sequence of notes. For instance, during an accelerando
phrase, the listener can predict the incoming notes to continue picking up speed, but
also the acceleration to stop at some later point and lead over to a different kind of
rhythm. Songbirds, like musicians, might use drifts or recurring rhythmic motifs to
enable their listeners to form rhythm expectations, which can then be fulfilled,
delayed, or broken.
In a thrush nightingale’s song, such expressive recurrence patterns and drifts
can be generated via two different strategies: a) by sequential arrangement (syntax)
of specific notes and pauses (fig. 2, left), or b) by adding to a given note sequence
subtle deviations in individual note timing and/or amplitude (just like the musical
operations of accelerando, ritardando, swinging rhythms in jazz 40, or notes inégales
[unequal notes in French Baroque] would do). This way, note timing will slightly
deviate from the “exact” rhythm as imposed by the sequential arrangement of note
types (fig. 2, right). The two strategies have different implications for the neural
mechanisms generating song: Deviation-based rhythmic structure (fig. 2, right)
would require a time-shifting mechanism operating on medium to large time
windows in parallel to (or upstream/downstream of) the sequence generator.
Syntax based rhythmic structure (fig. 2, left) would require a neural representation
of internal note features like duration and intensity, which would be used by a
rhythm generating mechanism to create patterns of note timing. In either case, long
memory is needed, in contrast to a situation where note timing would simply result
from gesture transition without being under control by the bird. Note that a firstorder model of sequence generation may still be a plausible syntax generator for
sequences whose long-range structure originates in subtle deviations only (fig. 2,
right), but not for sequences with long-range structure due to sequential
arrangement (fig. 2, left).
Music makes use of both strategies: Sequential arrangement (of notes of
specific pitch and duration) has been shown to result in long-range correlations in
the scores of Bach’s three-voice sinfonias 41, and subtle deviations from “exact”
rhythm during a musical performance show long-range correlations which listeners
recognize and prefer over both exact rhythm or rhythm with random deviations
42,43.
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Figure 2: Impact of sequential arrangement vs. timing deviations on rhythm. Colored lines:
amplitude envelopes of four notes types (a-d). Left: If sequential arrangement of notes is
independent of note envelope characteristics, no systematic long-range structure emerges (top).
Otherwise, arrangement may yield drifts or recurring patterns in intensity or timing (bottom). Right:
Deviations of timing and amplitude from “exact” rhythm may be random (top) or generate drift or
recurring patterns (bottom). Multifractality (MF) values of drifting sequences should exceed those
without drift.

Multifractal analysis as a test for expressiveness
Multifractal analysis is a method designed to test a signal for fluctuations in
variance across different time scales. Hence, multifractal analysis is well suited to
capture expressiveness, which we defined here as a mixture of predictable (i.e. less
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variable) and unpredictable (i.e. more variable) patterns across multiple timescales,
and in the following we will show that multifractal analysis can be successfully
applied to detect such expressiveness in birdsong.
Variability fluctuations across different timescales can be described as
changes in long-range correlations. They way multifractal analysis uncovers such
changes in long-range correlations in a signal is by calculating standard deviation
over time windows of many sizes: If these changes are not random (for instance,
because a pattern recurs at different times in the signal, or a drift affects multiple
consecutive time windows), they have multiple fractional exponents across time
(and are called “multifractal”). The larger the range of these exponents, the more
does variability over time reflect interactions across multiple timescales, as opposed
to merely local relationships 44,45. A birds’ rhythm that contains long-range
structure, due to recurring rhythm patterns or drifts, would thus result in a wider
multifractal range than note sequences lacking such features.
We first tested whether thrush nightingale rhythms exhibit such long-range
correlations, by performing multifractal analysis on the songs’ amplitude envelopes
(which contains information about both note timing and intensity/accentuation).
Next, we tested for the role of sequential arrangement vs. timing/intensity
deviations. To this end, we generated synthetic songs that lack all subtle deviations,
but maintain original note order, to compare their multifractality to the original
songs. To generate these “exact-rhythm” songs, we averaged for each note type the
amplitude envelope across all instances, and finally re-synthesized songs from these
averaged envelopes using the original order of notes (see Methods). These exactrhythm songs are like a “mechanic” version of the original songs, with each note and
note transition being completely stereotyped in timing and intensity. If the birds
make use of timing/intensity deviations in a systematic way to increase
expressiveness, the original amplitude envelopes should be more multifractal than
their re-synthesized versions exact-rhythm versions.

2. Methods
2.1 Data and processing
Song data consisted in 24 thrush nightingale songs from a 2:59-min
recording from the xeno-canto birdsong library (http://www.xeno-canto.org,
recording #XC75409, recordist: Tomas Belka, Poland). We used “Sound Analysis for
Matlab” (SAM, by Sigal Saar) to extract amplitude envelopes in 10ms windows and
1ms steps.
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2.2 Note segmentation and identification
Several seconds separate distinct thrush nightingale songs. Within songs, we
identified note boundaries by taking the difference between two Hodrick-Prescott
(HP) filterings of the amplitude envelope: 1) HP filter coefficient = 50; 2) HP filter
coefficient = 5*10^7) on the 1000Hz amplitude envelope. We set between-note
pauses to zero amplitude (alternate analysis showed no significant difference due to
this cleaning).
2.3 Multifractal analysis
Multifractal analysis generalizes standard random-walk diffusion analysis
that estimates how standard deviation grows as an exponent H of time 46. A signal
like white noise, which lacks any systematic long-range structure, has a constant
standard deviation as an exponent H of time (= within successively larger time
windows). In contrast, a signal that contains long-range structure (like the
waveform of a song with four stanzas and a chorus) contains systematic fluctuations
of variability across different time windows, and its standard deviation will
therefore not be uniform across time scales. To estimate the development of the
standard deviation across time-scales, we proceeded as follows: First, converting
series x(t) (in our case, a song’s amplitude envelope) of length N (fig. 3A) into a
random walk Y(t) entails integration (i.e., taking cumulative sums; fig. 3B). Diffusion
analysis then partitions the random-walk series into Ns non-overlapping windows of
length s (10≤s≤N/4; fig. 3C-E). Linear fits yv(t) of random walk Y(t) within time
windows 1≤v≤Ns leave mean-square residuals F2 for each s:
!

1
𝐹 (𝑣, 𝑠) ≡ !{𝑌[(𝑣 − 1)𝑠 + 𝑖]
𝑠
!

!!!

− 𝑦 (𝑖)}!
Square root of the average F2 provides standard deviation F for each timescale s:

(1)

!

!!
[𝐹! (𝑣, 𝑠)]}!/! .
𝐹(𝑠) ≡ {! ∑!!!
!

(2)

Because H is the exponent on time defining growth of standard deviation, diffusion
analyses estimate H as the slope of a double-logarithmic relationship
log 𝐹(𝑠) ~ 𝐻 log 𝑠.

(3)

Multifractal analysis generalizes H with a q-order parameter that elaborates
upon the squaring and square-rooting of standard deviation with qth order and qth-
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rooting, replacing Eq. 3 with Eq. 4 (fig. 3F) from qmin to qmax (in the present study,
ranging from qmin = 0.1 to qmax = 5.0):
!!

!
!

!
1
𝐹! (𝑠) ≡ ! ![𝐹! (𝑣, 𝑑)] ! ! ,
𝑁!
!!!

(4)

for .5<q<5.

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of multifractal analysis. A, Amplitude envelope of a song and B,
its integration. C-E, Three different window sizes for computing q-order deviation. F, Log-log plot of
average q-order deviations vs. window size. The more long-range structure is present in a signal, the
more strongly H differs with q.

2.5 Surrogate analysis
Spurious differences in H across different q can result from linear
autocorrelation or distribution properties, without being indicative of any longrange fluctuations in variance. Hence, multifractality of the original signals are
commonly compared to surrogates that preserve linear properties (i.e. distribution,
linear autocorrelation) of the original signal, but lack all nonlinear structure. We
compare range of qth-order H (multifractal spectrum width) for each original with
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100 surrogate amplitude envelopes generated with the Iterative Amplitude
Adjusted Fourier Transform (IAAFT) 47. IAAFT begins with a Fourier transform to
estimate the amplitude and phase spectra. Subsequent iterations randomize the
phase spectrum, applying inverse-Fourier transformation to combine it with the
original amplitude spectrum, and then replace rank-ordered values of this new
series with those of the original series.
Evidence for systematic variance fluctuations/long-range structure across
hierarchically nested timescales is a multifractal spectrum width for the signal in
question that lies beyond the 95% confidence interval its IAAFT surrogates 44.
2.6 Testing synthetic “exact-rhythm” songs
We classified note types by visual and auditory inspection using
SoundAnalysisPro and GoldWave v6.18. For each type, we created an envelope
profile by averaging note duration and intensity course across all instances. Pause
types (as identified by the two adjacent note types) were averaged for duration
(pause amplitude being set to zero). Using these averaged note and pause profiles,
we generated synthetic songs using the original sequential arrangement.
Multifractal spectrum widths of these “exact rhythm” songs were then compared to
their IAAFTs like the original songs.

3. Results
To identify any systematic long-range variability fluctuations in the thrush
nightingale rhythms, we first calculated multifractality of the original songs’
amplitude envelopes, and compared this value to the multifractality value of their
IAAFT surrogates (control time series with the same distribution and linear
autocorrelation properties but lacking any long-range correlations; see Methods).
All 24 songs’ amplitude envelopes exhibited multifractality, i.e. non-zero ranges in
the qth-order H (fig. 4A). Further, multifractal spectrum widths for original
amplitude envelopes (black circles) are above the 95%-confidence intervals of their
corresponding IAAFT surrogates. This indicates that song amplitude envelopes
exhibit non-local changes in variability, systematically going through more and less
variable phases across different timescales.
We next compared the original rhythms to the “exact” rhythms of songs that
we stripped off any subtle timing and amplitude deviations, to test whether birds
add expressiveness to their vocal sequences by adding systematic timing/intensity
fluctuations. The exact-rhythm songs turned out still more multifractal than their
IAAFT controls, but less so than the original songs: A t-test revealed that the
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originals are significantly more multifractal (i.e. differed more strongly from their
IAAFT) compared to their matched exact-rhythm songs (fig. 4B; t(23) = 8.41, p <
.001). Thus, a significant part of the original rhythms’ multifractality originates in
non-random deviations from average note/pause profiles. Another part of the
multifractality – the part still present in the exact-rhythm songs – is due to the
sequential arrangement of notes. Drifts and motif recurrences that contributed to
the rhythms’ multifractality can be apparent in the sonograms (fig. 4C).

Figure 4: Thrush nightingale rhythms are multifractal, due to both sequential arrangement
and timing deviations. A, Multifractal spectra of the 24 original songs (black circles) are wider than
expected from their IAAFT surrogates (blue). Blue area = 95% confidence interval of the surrogates.
B, Multifractality in original rhythms is significantly greater compared to rhythm of “exact rhythm”
songs. Bars represent difference between amplitude envelopes and their IAAFTs (inset), measured in
standard deviations from the mean of the IAAFTs’ multifractality values (hmax-hmin). Averaging note
amplitude envelopes significantly reduced multifractality (p<.001). C, Thrush nightingale song
containing examples of an intensity drift (yellow) and a rhythmic motif (blue).

4. Discussion
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Using multifractal analysis, we show that the rhythms sung by a thrush
nightingale contain long-range correlations across multiple timescales, and that part
of this structure is due to subtle timing and intensity deviations from average
note/pause profiles: Eliminating those subtle deviations resulted in significantly
reduced multifractality, indicating that these deviations are not random. Instead,
they contribute to systematic long-range correlations in the songs’ rhythm – for
instance, by adding drifts or recurrent rhythm patterns to the note sequence.
However, songs stripped off all these subtle deviations were still significantly more
multifractal than their IAAFT controls. This indicates that another part of the
rhythms’ multifractality is due to sequential arrangement of the particular note
types: By combining notes with specific internal structures into sequences, the birds
also generate long-range rhythm patterns, which may materialize as drifts or
recurrences.
Our results are the first to show multifractality in birdsong, and show that
multifractal analysis can be successfully used to determine the extent of
structuredness in animal vocalizations.
The multifractality of the thrush nightingale rhythm strongly suggests that
note timing is under the control of the birds, instead of merely being an
epiphenomenon of syntax, i.e. only constrained by the peripheral dynamics of the
vocal apparatus producing a sequence of particular gestures.
Our findings suggest that thrush nightingales produce rhythms that are more
complex than what a simple Markovian model of sequence generation could specify.
The rhythms are not exhaustively conceptualized by a finite number of independent
processes, such as drawing from a distribution of notes, and stringing them up into
longer sequences by an independent combination process using local rules 48.
Instead, the generating mechanism to produce such sequences requires a)
memorizing song features trailing back more than just one or a few notes, b) taking
into account the discrete identity and internal features of the note types sung (i.e.
their duration, intensity, amplitude course), and c) being able to manipulate note
onset times and intensities with a time/intensity-shifting mechanism that operates
on the time-scales of (sub-)phrases and is independent of operations regulating the
sequential arrangement of notes. Such a mechanism might be analogous to the
processing streams in the human brain assumed to process prosody (sentence
melody): These are separate from and working in parallel to the processing streams
that underlie core linguistic abilities such as phonology, syntax, and semantics 49.
In addition to such parallels to language processing, our findings underline
similarities between birdsong and music structure. Long-range correlations similar
to the ones we found in the thrush nightingale rhythms have also been described for
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musical rhythm: “Exact” rhythm (as noted in the score) has been shown to be
multifractal in classical pieces 50, analogous to the multifractality we find in “exact
rhythm” songs. Moreover, human listeners prefer multifractal timing deviations
from the beat 42,43, similar to the significant contribution of timing/intensity
deviations to multifractality in our data. Multifractality in note arrangement and
timing deviations might reflect expressiveness intentionally added by birds and
humans for attractiveness. Further experimental research is needed to explore
whether avian rhythms with higher multifractality are more effective in engaging
their listeners’ attention.
In sum, our results support the hypothesis that songbirds and musicians use
similar techniques of combining expected and unexpected patterns to attract their
listeners’ attention. Two mechanisms to do so are 1) arranging notes and 2) adding
expressive timing to a song in a way that long-range rhythm structure emerges, for
example as recurrent timing/intensity patterns or drifts.
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